Let S be a semigroup. This paper proves that the smallest semilattice congruence o0 containing a compatible binary relation I on S equals the natural equivalence of the smallest lowerpotent positive quasi-order a0 containing f.
Introduction.
Recently the greatest semilattice decomposition of semigroups has been studied by Putcha [1] and the author [5] , [6] . It is noted in [1] , [5] that the smallest semilattice congruence can be obtained in the natural way as a generalization of the concept of "archimedeaness". On the other hand it is constructed by quasi-orders: the author proved in [6] that the smallest semilattice congruence is obtained from the smallest power-potent, positive half-congruence;
Putcha [1] proved that the smallest semilattice congruence equals the smallest equivalence satisfying certain identities. This paper generalizes the above result in [6] , that is, the condition "half-congruence" can be replaced by "quasi-order".
The attainability of the system of identities {x=x2, xy=yx} can be proved in a simpler way than before [2] , [3], [5], [6].
Preliminaries.
All binary relations considered here are assumed to be nonempty. In this paper, "equivalence" is the synonym to "equivalence relation" and "congruence" is that to "congruence relation". A quasiorder is defined to be a reflexive transitive relation. Let S be a semigroup. A relation £ on S is called right ileft) compatible if a f b implies ac f be ica i cb) for all c e S; f is called compatible if it is right and left compatible. A compatible quasi-order is called a half-congruence. A relation £ on 5 is called lower-potent if a2 i a for all a e S. fis called positive if a £ ab and a f ba for all a,b e S. If f is a quasi-order on a set S, f_1 is defined by f_1 = {(y, x):(x,y) £ £}. Let f=f Of-1. Then 1^0 and í is an equivalence on S. i is called the natural equivalence of a quasi-order f. If S is a semigroup and if £ is a half-congruence, f is a congruence on S.
Let p be a semilattice congruence on a semigroup S, i.e., a congruence p on S such that S/p is a semilattice. Let f:S->S/p be the natural homomorphism. Define a relation r¡p on S by a r¡p b if and only if f(a)f(b) =f(b).
Then r¡p is a lower-potent positive half-congruence on Sand p = r¡p Oíj"1. r¡p is called the natural quasi-order of a semilattice congruence p. The author proved in [6] the following: Theorem 2.1. Let o be a lower-potent positive half-congruence on a semigroup S. Then the natural equivalence a of a is a semilattice congruence on S. Every semilattice congruence on S is obtained in this manner, and the correspondence a->ö is one-to-one and inclusion preserving. Corollary 2.2. The smallest semilattice congruence on S equals the natural equivalence ö0 of the smallest lower-potent positive half-congruence o0 on S.
In this paper we generalize Corollary 2.2 so that we can remove compatibility from the assumption on o0 in Corollary 2.2. 3. Proof of Theorem 2.3. In (3.1) through (3.4) below we assume that o is a lower-potent positive quasi-order containing f.
(3.1) ab ö aba ö bab ö ba for all a, b e S.
Proof. By using the assumption, ab a aba a baba=(ba)2 o ba, hence ab a aba a ba. Likewise ba o bab o ab. Combining these we get the conclusion (3.1). (3.4) xaby ö xbay for all a, b e S, ail x, y e S1.
Proof. By (3.3) and (3.2) we have xaby a xbaby a xbabay=xiba)2y a xbay and hence xaby a xbay. Likewise xbay a xaby.
(3.5) [4] The smallest semilattice congruence p0 containing a compatible relation f equals the symmetric transitive closure of A = f U {(x, x):x £ S} U {ixa2y, xay):a e S, x,y e S1} U {ixaby, xbay) :a, b e S, x, y e S1} . Now, it follows from (3. Proof.
Let S be a semigroup and o0 the smallest lower-potent positive quasi-order on S. Let Sx be a <r0-class of S, and ax the smallest lowerpotent positive quasi-order on Sa. We will prove o1 = ojs which implies ö1 = ws . Letp, q e Sx, i.e., p o0q. There is a sequence P =Po.
Pi," • ,Pn-l, Pn=H such that ipi,pi+1) e A because of (3.5) (/'=0, 1, • • • , n-1). Accordingly To prove A\Sxçox we prove (i) a, ab e Sa implies a ox ab.
(ii) a, ba e Sa implies a ax ba. (iii) a £ Sx implies a2 ox a. The last one obviously holds. To see (i), since a, ab and bab are in Sa by (3.1), we have a ax aibab)=iab)2 ax ab where we have used the positiveness of ox. Hence a ax ab. To see (ii), since a, ba and bab are in Sa, we get a ax ibab)a = iba)2 ox ba.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Remark.
The natural equivalence of a lower-potent positive quasi-order need not be a semilattice congruence as shown in Example 5.1 below. Accordingly, in Theorem 2.1 we cannot replace "half-congruence" by "quasi-order".
Example is not a semilattice congruence, not even a congruence. Let a be a quasi-order. In order that S be a semilattice congruence, the lower-potency of o is a necessary condition, but the positiveness of a is not necessary as shown in [6] . It is noted there that the compatibility of a is not a necessary condition. Theorem 5.3. The smallest semilattice congruence on S equals the smallest equivalence f0 containing the relation xy=xyx=yx for all x, y e S1.
If a is a quasi-order and if ö is a semilattice congruence, then a satisfies the same condition as that of Theorem 5.3, i.e., This proposition is very obvious, but what is emphasized here is that no one of the four conditions can be excluded.
The fourth condition cannot be derived from the first three conditions as Example 5.1 shows.
The third cannot be derived from the other: an equality relation on any noncommutative idempotent semigroup is an example.
The second cannot be derived from the other: Let {5=1, 2, 3, • ■ • } be the positive integer semigroup with addition. Define o on S by x o y if and only if x^.y where _ is the usual order. This o is an example which shows this.
The first one cannot be derived from the other: this is shown in the dual case of the preceding example.
Immediately we have 
